
That is a £15,000 FINE by the way...

...if a 2 or 3 bedroom 
rental property has been made an  

accidental House in Multiple Occupation (HMO) 
by either Letting Agent or Tenants.

(And this is NOT all about Licensing!)

LETTING AGENTS

Get £15,000 for doing nothing!

LANDLORD Licensing AND DEFENCE

Read what you need to do >>>

http://bit.ly/LLDL-2bed-book-Agent-clickthrough


£15,000 for doing Nothing

Yes a £5,000, £15,000 or even  £30,000 fine 
can be yours just for doing nothing!

Because if Tenants or even the Letting or 
Managing Agent have unwittingly turned a two or 
three bedroom property into what counts legally 
as a house in multiple occupation (HMO), then 
they have exposed owner and agent to:

1. Penalty fines for not complying with HMO  
 Regulations
2. Penalty fines for not having a Licence   
 if one is required
3. Penalty fines for not having obtained 
  Planning Permission for Change of Use  
 in certain locations

What’s even more scary is that all of these CAN 
apply to two and three bedroom properties. 
Sometimes even to one bedroom properties!

HMOs can be formed with just three people in a 
rental property (if one or more of them is not a 
family member).
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The unwitting HMO TRAP

On a frighteningly regular basis, Tenants and 
Letting Agents are making Rental Property 
Owners and their Agents liable to MASSIVE 
FINES for failing to comply with Legislation that 
none of them know about.

That’s because unwittingly and without malice, 
they have turned the property into an Accidental 
HMO without realising.

Tenants have no idea they’re doing wrong.

Letting and Managing Agents should know 
better, but many are unaware of HMO Law.

Agents and owners are usually jointly and 
severally responsible and ONE or BOTH will 
get FINES.

Unfortunately, ignorance is no defence in the 
eyes of the law!

READ ON and find out how to protect yourself 
>>
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TWO BEDROOM PROPERTIES

Who would believe that a two bedroom property 
could be classified as a House in Multiple 
Occupation (HMO)?

AND that suddenly the owner would become 
legally liable to comply with ALL of these:

• Interlinked mains-
powered fire 
detectors and alarms

• Fire doors
• Window restrictors
• Protected fire 
escape routes

• Trip hazards 
associated with 
baths

• Trip hazards on level 
surfaces

• Fire
• Flames and hot 
surfaces

• Explosions
• Collisions, cuts and 
strains

• Position and 
operability of 
amenities

• Crowding and space
• Entry by intruders
• Domestic hygiene
• Pests

• Refuse
• Food safety
• Personal hygiene
• Sanitation and 
drainage

• Lighting
• Noise
• Damp and mould
• Excess cold
• Excess heat
• Asbestos hazard
• Structural collapse 
and falling elements

• Biocides
• Carbon monoxide 
and combustion 
products

• Lead
• Radiation 
• Uncombusted fuel 
gas

• Volatile organic 
compounds

Read on >>
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TWO bedroom Properties 

BUT here’s the thing...

If you have, as tenants:

THREE persons sharing
where
ONE or more of them is NOT RELATED  
to the others....

...the property is now LEGALLY a House in 
Multiple Occupation* (HMO) even if it is only a  
ONE, TWO or THREE BEDROOM property!

It’s not new. The Housing Act 2004 says so.

And, if the property is LEGALLY an HMO,  
Owner and Manager (Usually the Letting 
Agent) are REQUIRED to FULLY COMPLY 
with the Management of Houses in Multiple 
Occupation (England) Regulations. 

It’s a criminal offence not to comply. And that 
includes all the things on the previous page.

Bit of a nightmare if you didn’t realise that.
Even worse if you didn’t realise you were now 
exposed to potentially unlimited fines!*There are a few specialised exceptions,  

but don’t expect to be one of those.
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PENALTIES for non-compliance

If you fail to comply with the Management 
of Houses in Multiple Occupation (England) 
Regulations 2006 - as measured by the Housing 
Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) you 
can be subjected to a CRIMINAL prosecution 
where the Courts have the discretion to apply 
fines that are potentially unlimited.

Councils are at liberty to fine you with massive 
Civil Penalties of up to £30,000 for EACH and 
every breach of the HMO Regulations and the 
Housing Acts without even needing to take you 
to court!

Scary?     VERY!

YOU as the Rental Property Owner and  
Agent are LIABLE and you need to find out 
IMMEDIATELY:

1. Exactly WHO is living in the rental property?
2. What is their RELATIONSHIP to each other?
3. If there are more than two occupants?

And if just ONE of them is not related to the 
others you need to take emergency action to 
comply with the Legislation and Regulations! 
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You can have the Spare Room

Maybe a couple is living in the rental property. 
Or perhaps two friends are sharing. That’s fine 
because both of those are normal single-lets.

But let’s say a friend of theirs splits up with their 
partner and has to move out of their home.

“Come and live in our spare room,” your tenants, 
would naturally say. After all, we’d all help out 
our friend in their darkest hour of need.

But, in England’s crazy housing system, that 
simple act of kindness now means that the 
rental property now constitutes.....

THREE persons sharing where
ONE or more of them is NOT RELATED  
to the others (aka: two or more households).

So, your tenants just unwittingly turned the 
two or three bed rental property into an HMO. 

It doesn’t even matter they’re not on the tenancy 
agreement. They are the third ‘occupant’ and so 
the HMO legislation kicks in!
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Illegal Smallest Room?

In very many houses, the smallest bedroom is 
deemed to be perfectly OK in a family house or 
a shared house. In a shared house the occupant 
usually pays a bit less rent to compensate for 
the small size of the bedroom.

And even if your Tenants have unwittingly made 
your property become an HMO you’re still OK.

BUT... While it’s unlikely your two or three 
bedroom property will require Mandatory HMO 
licensing (that requires five people sharing) 
there is a very real possibility of it falling under 
Additional HMO Licensing requirements – if your 
Council has chosen to impose such a scheme.

The moment any rental property becomes a 
LICENSABLE HMO, any Letting Room less than 
6.51 square metres is illegal and cannot be 
occupied as an adult bedroom.

Hundreds of thousands of semi-detached and 
terraced houses have bedrooms smaller than 
6.51 square metres (70 square feet)!

Penalties and fines will apply if you continue to 
allow such bedrooms to be occupied by adults!

What if my Property Became 
an HMO But I didn’t Know?

The law considers that owners should have 
known, and that ignorance is no defence.
 
“But  I  use  a  Letting or Managing Agent!” 
we  hear them say. This too is no defence, 
(Indeed, as their agent you are highly likely to 
get a fine too - or have them take redress).
 
So, if the non-family relationships between the 
people living in a property mean that it has 
legally “been an HMO for some time”, you 
have already broken the Criminal Law.

And, while you could call your Local Council for 
advice, that would mean that you would have to 
admit to them that you’ve been breaking the law 
- for which they can prosecute or fine you.
 
(That’s a bit like phoning the police to say ”I’ve 
been speeding the last three months, can you 
give me some advice?”) 
 
In housing, your Local Council is police, judge 
and jury and – just like with parking tickets and 
speed cameras – they have discovered that 
fining Rental Property Owners and Agents, like 
you, is a fantastic new revenue stream!
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Additional HMO Licence

In many areas, the Local Council has opted 
to make it a requirement to have a Licence for 
small  HMO properties that would not normally 
need an HMO Licence.

This may cover the whole of the Council’s 
region, or just specific areas within that region.

As each Council can make up the rules for their 
Additional HMO Licensing scheme, it means that 
they are all different – and so no general advice 
can be given. You need to know the rules of the 
exact scheme that affects each specific property.

Some will include every property where there 
are:

THREE persons sharing
and
ONE or more of them is NOT RELATED to the 
others.

 
So, even if a property doesn’t qualify for 
requiring a Mandatory HMO Licence, it may still 
need an Additional HMO Licence. 

Or it might require a Selective Licence.
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Mandatory HMO Licence

If you only have three or four tenants or 
occupiers in a rental property then you do not 
need a Mandatory HMO Licence, you’ll be glad 
to know.

Also, if the property is a flat in a purpose-built 
block (comprising three or more flats), you do 
not require a Mandatory HMO licence even if 
you have five tenants or more.

The requirements for a Mandatory HMO Licence 
are (in simple terms):

FIVE or more persons sharing
and
ONE or more of them is NOT RELATED to the 
others.

HOWEVER....
If the rental property is in an area where there 
is a Council requirement for Additional HMO 
Licensing or Selective Licensing then you’re 
going to need a Licence whether its a purpose-
built flat or just any rental property.

And, of course, big fines for not having a 
Licence if you ought to have one but don’t.
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Selective Licence

Even if your two or three bedroom property 
doesn’t require an Additional HMO Licence or a 
Mandatory HMO Licence, you’re not completely 
out of the woods!

In an ever growing number of areas, Local 
Councils have brought in schemes to enforce 
Selective Licensing covering ALL RENTAL  
PROPERTIES in an area regardless of whether 
they are single-lets or HMOs.

The Selective Licensing area could be the whole 
Council operating region, or just specific areas 
within it.

And as you would expect Councils can (and do) 
dish out big fines if you don’t have a Selective 
Licence when you should have one.

Councils are also regularly fining Owners and 
Agents for having the WRONG Licence. For 
example a Selective Licence when it should now 
be an Additional HMO Licence.
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RENT REPAYMENT ORDERS

Just when you thought it couldn’t get any worse, 
it HAS got worse - with Rent Repayment Orders.

Tenants now have the right to demand that 
their rent be repaid to them if:

• Their landlord or letting agent has failed to get a valid 

property licence.

• Their landlord or letting agent has a property licence, 

but there are too many people living in the property.

• Their landlord or letting agent has obtained a property 

licence now, but they should have got the license 

earlier.

• Their landlord has been prosecuted by the Council.

• Their landlord has had a Civil Penalty issued against 

them by the Council.

• They have been unlawfully evicted.

And a whole bunch of Councils are now advising 
Tenants to make such claims!

So you could end up having to give back 
£-thousands of rent (in addition to any fines 
or penalties) if you don’t comply with all the 
Legislation and Regulations.
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Planning Permission

Believe it or not, you may need to apply for 
Planning Permission to change a property from 
a “family dwelling” to a “small HMO.”

If the property has a family living in it, under 
Planning it is a “C3 Dwelling House.”

BUT if it contains:

THREE or more persons sharing
and
ONE or more of them is NOT RELATED to the 
others....

... then under Planning it is a “C4 Small HMO.”

And you need Planning Permission for “Change 
of Use” between C3 and C4 (and C4 back to C3).

Now it’s not always a problem because, in many 
areas, Permitted Development exists, whereby 
you can change your property from C3 to C4 and 
back as often as you like without having to go 
through a formal planning application or even 
informing the Council.

Of course, you know there’s a “BUT”coming...
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Planning Permission

So here’s the big BUT...

In a growing number of areas, Councils have 
figured they can squeeze £432 out of Property 
Owners each time they want to change from “C3 
Dwelling House” to “C4 Small HMO” and back 
again. And often they will take the money and 
then refuse you permission.

So they have taken away Permitted Development 
rights. These areas are called “Article 4 Direction” 
areas.

This means that if a rental property is in an Article 
4 Direction area – and Tenants or Letting Agent 
have made the property into an unwitting or 
accidental HMO – not only are you in trouble with 
the HMO Regulations...

... you’re now guilty of not having Planning 
Permission and you’re facing even more penalties 
and fines.

What’s more, as well as fining you, they can take 
away all the rental monies you were paid during 
the period of non-compliance under the Proceeds 
of Crime Act.
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Landlord Licensing & Defence... 
You Cannot Be Serious ?

OK so yes, we’ve written this booklet in “shock” 
terms.

That’s because rental property owners and 
Agents like you need to understand the RISKS 
you’re unwittingly taking on a daily basis whilst 
renting out property.

We know that some 80% of rental property 
owners, and many agents, are simply not 
aware of the Legislation & Regulations 
they need to comply with; and the Fines 
and Penalties they face for not complying.  
These are Criminal offences.

ALSO, think about this: Councils have no money. 
They’ve already shown their true colours in 
relation to Parking Tickets, Speeding Cameras 
and Recycling – all of which were brought in with 
good intentions. And all of which are now seen 
as ‘cash cows’ for generating revenue. The going 
rate for those fines is £45 to  £100+.

Imagine some Councils’ glee as they realise they 
can just send out Civil Penalty fines in the post to 
Property Owners and Agents for £5,000, £15,000 
up to £30,000 per ‘breach’!
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Landlord Licensing &  Defence...  
You Cannot Be Serious ?

And, out of pure fear, most Property Owners and 
many Agents just pay up thousands of pounds, 
sometimes tens of thousands to their Councils!

Because, just like parking tickets and speeding 
fines they just don’t know HOW to fight these 
fines. 

The difference is, these are not small amounts 
that you can write off like parking and speeding 
fines. These are £-multi-thousand penalty fines! 
They are business-wrecking, life-changing 
amounts of money. 

You need to: 
(a) Do everything you can to avoid getting them. 
(b) And if you’re unlucky: Fight them.

To avoid leaving yourself open to fines and to 
fight them if you are unlucky enough to receive 
one through the post you need EXPERT help. 

Expert helpers like Landlord Licensing &  Defence 
regularly get Civil Penalties quashed or massively 
reduced for property owners & Agents because 
we know Housing Law and what the Councils are 
allowed to demand - and what they’re not.
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Landlords Defence...
You Cannot Be Serious ?

But our foremost advice to you is.... 

Don’t wait for a Civil Penalty fine to drop through 
your door. Get each property fully compliant 
ASAP.

Sadly we frequently find that a Letting Agent has 
created the accidental HMO situation by letting 
to three or more sharers, one or more of whom 
is not related. Because so they just don’t fully 
understand the Law in relation to HMOs! 

At the end of the day it is both the owner and the 
agent who are jointly and severally liable under 
the Law to ensure that the property complies with 
ALL the Law and Regulations. 

And no amount of get-out clauses in your 
management agreement will save you from 
Council fines or prosecution.

If you are not sure what to do, Landlord Licensing 
and Defence is here to help Agents get it right 
and avoid all of these nasty fines.

Don’t delay. 
Contact Landlord Licensing &  Defence now.
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What do I need to do?

1. Commission a Fire Risk Assessment. 

2. Commission a third-party HHSRS audit to 
ensure  each property is fully compliant with the 
HMO Regulations before the Council become 
aware of it.
• Penalties frequently £5,000 per ‘breach’ of the Regulations.

3. Establish whether each property needs an 
‘Additional HMO Licence’. 
• Civil penalty for not having frequently around £12,000.

4. Establish whether each property needs a 
‘Mandatory HMO Licence’.
• Civil penalty for not having frequently around £12,000.

5. Establish whether each property needs a 
‘Selective Licence’.
• Civil penalty for not having frequently around £12,000.

6. Establish whether each property is in an  
‘Article 4 Direction’ area regarding planning.
• For not having change of use planning permission you can 

be awarded penalty fines AND proceeds of crime fines.

7. If you’re not sure how to do any of those things, 
contact us urgently!
(We could save you a fortune in Fines and Penalties.)
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Landlord Licensing & Defence 
Services FOr Agents

HHSRS Audits
Our Certified HHSRS Practitioners will survey 
the property fully in exactly the same way the 
Council does - against all 29 Hazards of the 
Housing Health and Safety Rating System.

However, instead of instigating Enforcement 
Procedures against Landlord and Manager, we 
produce a room by room Action Report so that 
you know exactly what work is required to make 
the property fully compliant and avoid those 
massive fines.

Mandatory HMO Licence Application
Additional HMO Licence Application
Selective Licence Application
If any property is found to need a Mandatory or 
Additional HMO licence or a Selective Licence, 
we can collate and audit the significant amount 
of documentation required for the Licence 
Application. 

We will then submit and progress the 
application with the Council correctly and Make 
Representations against any untoward and 
‘aspirational’ conditions in the Draft Licence on 
your behalf.
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Landlord Licensing & Defence 
Services FOr Agents

Staff Competency Training
We can run in-house courses for your staff to 
make them aware of the critical Legislation and 
Regulations they need to know concerning HMOs 
particularly making and keeping them compliant.

Mitigating Enforcement Action
When a Council initiates enforcement action 
such as... 
 • an Improvement Notice, 
 • a Prohibition Order, 
or serves notice of intent to issue 
 • Civil Penalty fines, 
 • Court Proceedings, 

...our experts, Solicitors and Barristers can 
negotiate, mediate, and defend – in Court, at 
Mediation Hearings or at the Property Tribunals.

Helpline
When you’re unsure of the Law or Regulation on 
a particular topic or in a specific situation, or you 
or your landlord have received correspondence 
from the Council that you’re not sure how to 
handle it to avoid fines and penalties, our email 
and phone Agent Helpline will help you out.
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APPENDIX

The Legal Stuff

LANDLORD LIcensing AND DEFENCE 
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HMO Definition in Housing Act 2004
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24 Housing Act 2004 (c. 34)
Part 7 – Supplementary and final provisions

Document Generated: 2019-03-19
Changes to legislation: There are currently no known outstanding effects

for the Housing Act 2004, Part 7. (See end of Document for details)

eaning of house in multiple occupation

254 Meaning of “house in multiple occupation”

(1) For the purposes of this Act a building or a part of a building is a “house in multiple
occupation” if—

(a) it meets the conditions in subsection (2) (“the standard test”)
(b) it meets the conditions in subsection (3) (“the self-contained flat test”)
(c) it meets the conditions in subsection (4) (“the converted building test”)
(d) an HMO declaration is in force in respect of it under section 255  or
(e) it is a converted block of flats to which section 257 applies.

(2) A building or a part of a building meets the standard test if—
(a) it consists of one or more units of living accommodation not consisting of a

self-contained flat or flats
(b) the living accommodation is occupied by persons who do not form a single

household (see section 258)
(c) the living accommodation is occupied by those persons as their only or main

residence or they are to be treated as so occupying it (see section 259)
(d) their occupation of the living accommodation constitutes the only use of that

accommodation
(e) rents are payable or other consideration is to be provided in respect of at least

one of those persons  occupation of the living accommodation  and
(f) two or more of the households who occupy the living accommodation share

one or more basic amenities or the living accommodation is lacking in one or
more basic amenities.

(3) A part of a building meets the self-contained flat test if—
(a) it consists of a self-contained flat  and
(b) paragraphs (b) to (f) of subsection (2) apply (reading references to the living

accommodation concerned as references to the flat).

(4) A building or a part of a building meets the converted building test if—
(a) it is a converted building
(b) it contains one or more units of living accommodation that do not consist of

a self-contained flat or flats (whether or not it also contains any such flat or
flats)

(c) the living accommodation is occupied by persons who do not form a single
household (see section 258)

(d) the living accommodation is occupied by those persons as their only or main
residence or they are to be treated as so occupying it (see section 259)

(e) their occupation of the living accommodation constitutes the only use of that
accommodation  and

(f) rents are payable or other consideration is to be provided in respect of at least
one of those persons  occupation of the living accommodation.

(5) ut for any purposes of this Act (other than those of art 1) a building or part of a
building within subsection (1) is not a house in multiple occupation if it is listed in
Schedule 14.

(6) The appropriate national authority may by regulations—
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(a) make such amendments of this section and sections 255 to 259 as the authority
considers appropriate with a view to securing that any building or part of a
building of a description specified in the regulations is or is not to be a house
in multiple occupation for any specified purposes of this Act

(b) provide for such amendments to have effect also for the purposes of
definitions in other enactments that operate by reference to this Act

(c) make such conse uential amendments of any provision of this Act, or any
other enactment, as the authority considers appropriate.

(7) egulations under subsection (6) may frame any description by reference to any
matters or circumstances whatever.

(8) In this section—
“basic amenities” means—

(a) a toilet,
(b) personal washing facilities, or
(c) cooking facilities

“converted building” means a building or part of a building consisting of
living accommodation in which one or more units of such accommodation
have been created since the building or part was constructed

“enactment” includes an enactment comprised in subordinate legislation
(within the meaning of the Interpretation Act 1978 (c. 30)

“self-contained flat” means a separate set of premises (whether or not on
the same floor)—

(a) which forms part of a building
(b) either the whole or a material part of which lies above or below some

other part of the building  and
(c) in which all three basic amenities are available for the exclusive use of

its occupants.

nnotations

ommencement nfo mation
4 S. 254 wholly in force at 18.1.2005  s. 254 in force for certain purposes at oyal Assent and in force

otherwise at 18.1.2005, see s. 270(2)(b)(3)(a)

255 M  ecla ations

(1) If a local housing authority are satisfied that subsection (2) applies to a building or
part of a building in their area, they may serve a notice under this section (an “HMO
declaration”) declaring the building or part to be a house in multiple occupation.

(2) This subsection applies to a building or part of a building if the building or part meets
any of the following tests (as it applies without the sole use condition)—

(a) the standard test (see section 254(2)),
(b) the self-contained flat test (see section 254(3)), or
(c) the converted building test (see section 254(4)),

and the occupation, by persons who do not form a single household, of the living
accommodation or flat referred to in the test in uestion constitutes a significant use
of that accommodation or flat.
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(3) In subsection (2) “the sole use condition” means the condition contained in—
(a) section 254(2)(d) (as it applies for the purposes of the standard test or the self-

contained flat test), or
(b) section 254(4)(e),

as the case may be.

(4) The notice must—
(a) state the date of the authority’s decision to serve the notice,
(b) be served on each relevant person within the period of seven days beginning

with the date of that decision,
(c) state the day on which it will come into force if no appeal is made under

subsection (9) against the authority’s decision, and
(d) set out the right to appeal against the decision under subsection (9) and the

period within which an appeal may be made.

(5) The day stated in the notice under subsection (4)(c) must be not less than 28 days after
the date of the authority’s decision to serve the notice.

(6) If no appeal is made under subsection (9) before the end of that period of 28 days, the
notice comes into force on the day stated in the notice.

(7) If such an appeal is made before the end of that period of 28 days, the notice does
not come into force unless and until a decision is given on the appeal which confirms
the notice and either—

(a) the period within which an appeal to the 2 Upper Tribunal  may be brought
expires without such an appeal having been brought, or

(b) if an appeal to the 2 Upper Tribunal  is brought, a decision is given on the
appeal which confirms the notice.

(8) For the purposes of subsection (7), the withdrawal of an appeal has the same effect as
a decision which confirms the notice appealed against.

(9) Any relevant person may appeal to 2 the appropriate tribunal  against a decision of
the local housing authority to serve an HMO declaration.

The appeal must be made within the period of 28 days beginning with the date of the
authority’s decision.

(10) Such an appeal—
(a) is to be by way of a re-hearing, but
(b) may be determined having regard to matters of which the authority were

unaware.

(11) The tribunal may—
(a) confirm or reverse the decision of the authority, and
(b) if it reverses the decision, revoke the HMO declaration.

(12) In this section and section 256 “relevant person”, in relation to an HMO declaration,
means any person who, to the knowledge of the local housing authority, is—

(a) a person having an estate or interest in the building or part of the building
concerned (but is not a tenant under a lease with an unexpired term of 3 years
of less), or
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(b) a person managing or having control of that building or part (and not falling
within paragraph (a)).

2 (13) For the purposes of this section and section 256, “appropriate tribunal” means—
(a) in relation to a building in ngland, the First-tier Tribunal or, where

determined by or under Tribunal rocedure ules, the Upper Tribunal  and
(b) in relation to a building in ales, a residential property tribunal.

nnotations

men ments e tual
2 ords in s. 255(7)(a)(b) substituted (1.6.2009) by Transfer of Tribunal Functions ( ands Tribunal and

Miscellaneous Amendments) Order 2009 (S.I. 2009 1307), art. 5(1)(2), ch   pa a  2  (with Sch. 5)
2 ords in s. 255(9) substituted (1.7.2013) by The Transfer of Tribunal Functions Order 2013 (S.I.

2013 1036), art. 1, ch   pa a  a  (with Sch. 3)
2 S. 255(13) inserted (1.7.2013) by The Transfer of Tribunal Functions Order 2013 (S.I. 2013 1036), art.

1, ch   pa a   (with Sch. 3)

25 e ocation of M  ecla ations

(1) A local housing authority may revoke an HMO declaration served under section 255
at any time if they consider that subsection (2) of that section no longer applies to the
building or part of the building in respect of which the declaration was served.

(2) The power to revoke an HMO declaration is exercisable by the authority either—
(a) on an application made by a relevant person, or
(b) on the authority’s own initiative.

(3) If, on an application by such a person, the authority decide not to revoke the HMO
declaration, they must without delay serve on him a notice informing him of—

(a) the decision,
(b) the reasons for it and the date on which it was made,
(c) the right to appeal against it under subsection (4), and
(d) the period within which an appeal may be made under that subsection.

(4) A person who applies to a local housing authority for the revocation of an HMO
declaration under subsection (1) may appeal to the appropriate tribunal  against a
decision of the authority to refuse to revoke the notice.

The appeal must be made within the period of 28 days beginning with the date
specified under subsection (3) as the date on which the decision was made.

(5) Such an appeal—
(a) is to be by way of a re-hearing, but
(b) may be determined having regard to matters of which the authority were

unaware.

(6) The tribunal may—
(a) confirm or reverse the decision of the authority, and
(b) if it reverses the decision, revoke the HMO declaration.
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S T A T U T O R Y  I N S T R U M E N T S  

2006 No. 372 

HOUSING, ENGLAND 

The Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation (England) 
Regulations 2006 

Made - - - - 15th February 2006 

Laid before Parliament 22nd February 2006 

Coming into force - - 6th April 2006 

The Secretary of State, in exercise of the powers conferred by section 234 of the Housing Act 
2004(a), makes the following Regulations: 

Citation, commencement and application 

1.—(1) These Regulations may be cited as The Management of Houses in Multiple Occupation 
(England) Regulations 2006 and shall come into force on 6th April 2006. 

(2) These Regulations apply to any HMO(b) in England other than a converted block of flats to 
which section 257 of the Act applies. 

Interpretation 

2. In these Regulations— 
(a) “the Act” means the Housing Act 2004; 
(b) “fixtures, fittings or appliances” are— 

(i) lighting, space heating or water heating appliances; 
(ii) toilets, baths, showers, sinks, or wash basins or any cupboards, shelving or fittings 

supplied in a bathroom or lavatory; 
(iii) cupboards, shelving or appliances used for the storage, preparation or cooking of 

food; and 
(iv) washing machines or other laundry appliances; and 

(c) “the manager”, in relation to an HMO, means the person managing(c) the HMO. 

Duty of manager to provide information to occupier 

3. The manager must ensure that— 

                                                                                                                                                               
 
(a) 2004 c 34. The powers conferred by section 234(1) of the Act are exercisable, as respects England, by the Secretary of State 

and, as respects Wales, by the National Assembly for Wales. See the definition of the appropriate national authority in 
section 261(1) of the Act. 

(b) For the meaning of HMO see sections 254 to 259 of the Act. 
(c) For the meaning of “person managing” see section 263(3) of the Act.  
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(a) his name, address and any telephone contact number are made available to each 
household in the HMO; and 

(b) such details are clearly displayed in a prominent position in the HMO. 

Duty of manager to take safety measures 

4.—(1) The manager must ensure that all means of escape from fire in the HMO are— 
(a) kept free from obstruction; and  
(b) maintained in good order and repair. 

(2) The manager must ensure that any fire fighting equipment and fire alarms are maintained in 
good working order. 

(3) Subject to paragraph (6), the manager must ensure that all notices indicating the location of 
means of escape from fire are displayed in positions within the HMO that enable them to be 
clearly visible to the occupiers. 

(4) The manager must take all such measures as are reasonably required to protect the occupiers 
of the HMO from injury, having regard to— 

(a) the design of the HMO; 
(b) the structural conditions in the HMO; and 
(c) the number of occupiers in the HMO. 

(5) In performing the duty imposed by paragraph (4) the manager must in particular— 
(a) in relation to any roof or balcony that is unsafe, either ensure that it is made safe or take 

all reasonable measures to prevent access to it for so long as it remains unsafe; and 
(b) in relation to any window the sill of which is at or near floor level, ensure that bars or 

other such safeguards as may be necessary are provided to protect the occupiers against 
the danger of accidents which may be caused in connection with such windows. 

(6) The duty imposed by paragraph (3) does not apply where the HMO has four or fewer 
occupiers. 

Duty of manager to maintain water supply and drainage 

5.—(1) The manager must ensure that the water supply and drainage system serving the HMO is 
maintained in good, clean and working condition and in particular he must ensure that— 

(a) any tank, cistern or similar receptacle used for the storage of water for drinking or other 
domestic purposes is kept in a good, clean and working condition, with a cover kept over 
it to keep the water in a clean and proper condition; and 

(b) any water fitting which is liable to damage by frost is protected from frost damage. 
(2) The manager must not unreasonably cause or permit the water or drainage supply that is 

used by any occupier at the HMO to be interrupted. 
(3) In this regulation “water fitting” means a pipe, tap, cock, valve, ferrule, meter, cistern, bath, 

water closet or soil pan used in connection with the supply or use of water, but the reference in 
this definition to a pipe does not include an overflow pipe or the mains supply pipe. 

Duty of manager to supply and maintain gas and electricity 

6.—(1) The manager must supply to the local housing authority within 7 days of receiving a 
request in writing from that authority the latest gas appliance test certificate it has received in 
relation to the testing of any gas appliance at the HMO by a recognised engineer. 

(2) In paragraph (1), “recognised engineer” means an engineer recognised by the Council of 
Registered Gas Installers as being competent to undertake such testing. 

(3) The manager must— 
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(a) ensure that every fixed electrical installation is inspected and tested at intervals not 
exceeding five years by a person qualified to undertake such inspection and testing; 

(b) obtain a certificate from the person conducting that test, specifying the results of the test; 
and 

(c) supply that certificate to the local housing authority within 7 days of receiving a request 
in writing for it from that authority. 

(4) The manager must not unreasonably cause the gas or electricity supply that is used by any 
occupier within the HMO to be interrupted. 

Duty of manager to maintain common parts, fixtures, fittings and appliances 

7.—(1) The manager must ensure that all common parts of the HMO are— 
(a) maintained in good and clean decorative repair; 
(b) maintained in a safe and working condition; and 
(c) kept reasonably clear from obstruction. 

(2) In performing the duty imposed by paragraph (1), the manager must in particular ensure 
that— 

(a) all handrails and banisters are at all times kept in good repair; 
(b) such additional handrails or banisters as are necessary for the safety of the occupiers of 

the HMO are provided; 
(c) any stair coverings are safely fixed and kept in good repair; 
(d) all windows and other means of ventilation within the common parts are kept in good 

repair; 
(e) the common parts are fitted with adequate light fittings that are available for use at all 

times by every occupier of the HMO; and 
(f) subject to paragraph (3), fixtures, fittings or appliances used in common by two or more 

households within the HMO are maintained in good and safe repair and in clean working 
order. 

(3) The duty imposed by paragraph (2)(f) does not apply in relation to fixtures, fittings or 
appliances that the occupier is entitled to remove from the HMO or which are otherwise outside 
the control of the manager. 

(4) The manager must ensure that— 
(a) outbuildings, yards and forecourts which are used in common by two or more households 

living within the HMO are maintained in repair, clean condition and good order; 
(b) any garden belonging to the HMO is kept in a safe and tidy condition; and 
(c) boundary walls, fences and railings (including any basement area railings), in so far as 

they belong to the HMO, are kept and maintained in good and safe repair so as not to 
constitute a danger to occupiers. 

(5) If any part of the HMO is not in use the manager shall ensure that such part, including any 
passage and staircase directly giving access to it, is kept reasonably clean and free from refuse and 
litter. 

(6) In this regulation— 
(a) “common parts” means— 

(i) the entrance door to the HMO and the entrance doors leading to each unit of living 
accommodation within the HMO; 

(ii) all such parts of the HMO as comprise staircases, passageways, corridors, halls, 
lobbies, entrances, balconies, porches and steps that are used by the occupiers of the 
units of living accommodation within the HMO to gain access to the entrance doors 
of their respective unit of living accommodation; and 
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(iii) any other part of an HMO the use of which is shared by two or more households 
living in the HMO, with the knowledge of the landlord. 

Duty of manager to maintain living accommodation 

8.—(1) Subject to paragraph (4), the manager must ensure that each unit of living 
accommodation within the HMO and any furniture supplied with it are in clean condition at the 
beginning of a person’s occupation of it. 

(2) Subject to paragraphs (3) and (4), the manager must ensure, in relation to each part of the 
HMO that is used as living accommodation, that— 

(a) the internal structure is maintained in good repair; 
(b) any fixtures, fittings or appliances within the part are maintained in good repair and in 

clean working order; and 
(c) every window and other means of ventilation are kept in good repair. 

(3) The duties imposed under paragraph (2) do not require the manager to carry out any repair 
the need for which arises in consequence of use by the occupier of his living accommodation 
otherwise than in a tenant-like manner. 

(4) The duties imposed under paragraphs (1) and (2) (b) do not apply in relation to furniture, 
fixtures, fittings or appliances that the occupier is entitled to remove from the HMO or which are 
otherwise outside the control of the manager. 

(5) For the purpose of this regulation a person shall be regarded as using his living 
accommodation otherwise than in a tenant-like manner where he fails to treat the property in 
accordance with the covenants or conditions contained in his lease or licence or otherwise fails to 
conduct himself as a reasonable tenant or licensee would do. 

Duty to provide waste disposal facilities 

9. The manager must— 
(a) ensure that sufficient bins or other suitable receptacles are provided that are adequate for 

the requirements of each household occupying the HMO for the storage of refuse and 
litter pending their disposal; and 

(b) make such further arrangements for the disposal of refuse and litter from the HMO as 
may be necessary, having regard to any service for such disposal provided by the local 
authority. 

Duties of occupiers of HMOs 

10. Every occupier of the HMO must— 
(a) conduct himself in a way that will not hinder or frustrate the manager in the performance 

of his duties; 
(b) allow the manager, for any purpose connected with the carrying out of any duty imposed 

on him by these Regulations, at all reasonable times to enter any living accommodation or 
other place occupied by that person; 

(c) provide the manager, at his request, with any such information as he may reasonably 
require for the purpose of carrying out any such duty; 

(d) take reasonable care to avoid causing damage to anything which the manager is under a 
duty to supply, maintain or repair under these Regulations; 

(e) store and dispose of litter in accordance with the arrangements made by the manager 
under regulation 9; and 

(f) comply with the reasonable instructions of the manager in respect of any means of escape 
from fire, the prevention of fire and the use of fire equipment. 
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General 

11. Nothing in these Regulations shall— 
(a) require or authorise anything to be done in connection with the water supply or drainage 

or the supply of gas or electricity otherwise than in accordance with any enactment; or 
(b) oblige the manager to take, in connection with those matters, any action which is the 

responsibility of a local authority or any other person, other than such action as may be 
necessary to bring the matter promptly to the attention of the authority or person 
concerned. 

(2) Any duty imposed by these Regulations to maintain or keep in repair are to be construed as 
requiring a standard of maintenance or repair that is reasonable in all the circumstances, taking 
account of the age, character and prospective life of the house and the locality in which it is 
situated. 
 
 
 
 
Signed by authority of the First Secretary of State 
 Kay Andrews 
 Parliamentary Under Secretary of State 
15th February 2006 Office of the Deputy Prime Minister 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 
(This note is not part of the Regulations) 

These Regulations apply to houses in multiple occupation (“HMOs”) in England but do not apply 
to converted blocks of flats to which section 257 of the Act applies. These are buildings that have 
been converted into and consist of self-contained flats where the building work undertaken in 
connection with the conversion did not comply with the appropriate building standards and still 
does not comply with them, and less than two-thirds of the self-contained flats are owner-
occupied. 

The Regulations impose duties on a person managing an HMO in respect of— 
providing information to occupiers (regulation 3); 
taking safety measures, including fire safety measures (regulation 4); 
maintaining the water supply and drainage (regulation 5); 
supplying and maintaining gas and electricity, including having it regularly inspected 
(regulation 6); 
maintaining common parts (defined in regulation 7(6)), fixtures, fittings and appliances 
(regulation 7); 
maintaining living accommodation (regulation 8); and 
providing waste disposal facilities (regulation 9). 

Regulation 10 imposes duties on occupiers of an HMO for the purpose of ensuring that the person 
managing it can effectively carry out the duties imposed on him by these Regulations. 

A person who fails to comply with these Regulations commits an offence under section 234(3) of 
the Housing Act 2004, punishable on summary conviction with a fine not exceeding level 5 on the 
standard scale. 

A full regulatory impact assessment of the effect that this Order will have on the costs of business 
is available from the Licensing Branch, the Office of the Deputy Prime Minister 2/G9 Eland 
House, Bressenden Place, London, SW1E 5DU (telephone 0207 944 3149, e-mail 
licensing@odpm.gsi.gov.uk). 

NOTE: When these Regulations were 
introduced, “Level 5 on the standard scale” fines 
were a maximum of £5,000.

Level 5 on the standard scale fines are now 
UNLIMITED.
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